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Owlkids Books, 2005. Book Condition: New. Brand New, Unread Copy in Perfect Condition. A+
Customer Service! Summary: Basketball brings together dynamic maneuvers, fast-paced athletic
grace, and an especially sleek style for a sporting event loved the world over. The third book in an
award-winning series, How Basketball Works combines Keltie Thomas's energetic writing with Greg
Hall's witty illustrations to present an exciting look at the science and sport of basketball. Whether
readers are fresh on the hoops scene or pounding the hardwood for a pro career, How Basketball
Works has something to offer. The book looks at a wide variety of topics, including what makes a
basketball the shooting, passing, and slam-dunking tool that it is; the parts of the court -- floor,
basket, and backboard -- and how each affects a player's game; how to suit up for success in a
uniform with attitude; refining skills like jump shots, passing, blocking shots, and more; going
beyond the skills to develop mind and body for b-ball batt tall tales -- how height became a
dominating force on the court; and much more. The book also includes photos of pro basketball
players past and present, along with "Quick Hit" factoids and...
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ReviewsReviews

This published publication is wonderful. Of course, it is actually engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. It is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- V ickie Wolff-- V ickie Wolff

A high quality pdf and also the typeface used was exciting to see. it absolutely was writtern really properly and useful. I am quickly could get a delight of
looking at a composed pdf.
-- Justina  K unz e-- Justina  K unz e
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